In the interest of space, each text appears only once in this bibliography, so when researching a specific topic it will often be helpful to check multiple categories.

General


The Ancient World


Early Modern Period


American Revolution


See also Spy Letters of the Revolution, from the Collections of the Clements Library: http://www.si.umich.edu/spies/index-about.html.

Nineteenth Century

Civil War


The Dreyfus Affair


British Empire


Twentieth Century

World War I


British and French Empires (20th Century)


Thomas, Martin. Empires of Intelligence: Security Services and Colonial Disorder after 1914. Berkeley:


World War II

Deception Operations


Stephan, Robert. Stalin's Secret War: Soviet Counterintelligence Against the Nazi

Pearl Harbor


Tokyo Rose


See also: http://www.fbi.gov/libref/historic/famcases/rose/rose.htm

Atomic Spies


See also: http://www.fbi.gov/libref/historic/famcases/atom/atom.htm

Cold War

General


Cuban Missile Crisis


Blight, James G. and David A. Welch, eds. Intelligence and the Cuban Missile Crisis. London; Portland, OR: Frank Cass, 1998.


Blight, James G. Bruce J. Allyn, and David A. Welch. Cuba on the Brink: Castro, the Missile Crisis, and the Soviet


Vietnam War


Intelligence into the 21st Century

Terrorism


Contracting


Cyber


Countries

United States

General


Central Intelligence Agency


National Security Agency


Naval Intelligence


Office of Strategic Services


Smith, Harris. OSS: The Secret History of America's First Central Intelligence Agency. Berkeley: University of
California, 1972.


United Kingdom


Soviet Union/Russia


Gordievsky, Oleg, ed. More ‘Instructions from the Centre’: Top Secret Files on KGB Global Operations, 1975-


Germany

Nazi Germany


See also: [http://www.fbi.gov/libref/historic/famcases/nazi/nazi.htm](http://www.fbi.gov/libref/historic/famcases/nazi/nazi.htm)

**Federal Republic of Germany**


**East Germany**


France


Israel


Japan


Other

China

Czechoslovakia


Norway


Intelligence Collection

Signals Intelligence, Codemaking, and Codebreaking

General


Early Twentieth Century


Code Talkers


Franco, Jere Bishop. Crossing the Pond: The Native American Effort in World War II. Denton TX: University of


See also Navajo Code Talkers' Dictionary, at: http://www.history.navy.mil/faqs/faq61-4.htm

ULTRA and Magic


Venona and Cold War Espionage in the United States


Berlin Tunnel


Overhead Imagery

General


Pigeons

Cothren, Marion Benedict. Cher Ami, the Story of a Carrier Pigeon. Boston, Little, Brown, and Co.: 1934.

See also the story of Cher Ami at: http://cedarvalley.virtualave.net/articles/wartimebirds/wartime_birds.htm, and http://www.google.com/search?q=cher+ami&hl=en&lr=&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&start=10&sa=N.

U-2


Pocock, Chris. 50 Years of the U-2: The Complete History of the “Dragon Lady.” Atglen: Schiffer Military
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Human Intelligence and Espionage

General


Celebrity Spies

Josephine Baker


Moe Berg


Julia Child


Marlene Dietrich


John Ford


See also Ford's documentary, Battle of Midway (1942)

Major Spy Cases

General


Aldrich Ames


Elizabeth Bentley


Christopher Boyce and Andrew Daulton


Cambridge Spy Ring (Philby, Burgess, Maclean, Blunt, Cairncross)


Curveball

Robert Hanssen


Fritz Kolbe


Ryszard Kuklinski


Ana Montes


Oleg Penkovsky


Jonathan Pollard


John Walker


Vitaly Yurchenko


Business Intelligence

Counterintelligence


Domestic Intelligence and Surveillance


Intelligence Oversight
